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ABSTRACT
A survey of cost effectiveness methodologies
used in the defense industry is presented and an
application of cost effectiveness is developed.

A

breakdown in the level of the decisionmaking is made
and follows the example of the Weapon System Effectiveness Industry Advisory Committee.

Examples of

cost effectiveness methodologies at each decisionmaking level are shown.
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I. Introdllction
Through the years several methods of decision
making employing

so~e

been developed.

One of these methods is cost effec-

sort of relative indexing have

tiveness, which has found application in the design,
development, procurement, and deployment of military
weapon systems .

Broadly defined then, cost effective-

ness analysis is an analytical study designed to r elate
a system's cost performance, and "to assis,; a decisionmaker identify a preferred choice from amor.g several
possible alternatives" (Quade 1965, p. 1).

It must

be recogniz ed that a true cost effectiveness index
can oruy be established after a system has been retired.
For decisionmaking however, this index must be projE>cted
and requires a carefully constructed model.

Moreover,

it is necessary to continually update the cost effectiveness model throughout the life of the system.
Generally,

~stimates

of cost effectiveness are

used to.

*

Provide a timely and objective management
decision criteri0n for the selection of
thE> preferred system,

* Highli ght technical and cost weaknesses
1
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of the system or potential problem areas
requiring resolution during later phases,
• Justify proceeding with the Contract
Definition Phase and subsequent Engineering Development,
• Provide the initial traceability of critical system performance parameters to
preliminary design requirements (Lockheed

1970).
The purpose of this paper is to present several
examples of cost effectiveness methodologies that
have been recently documented in the defense industry
and to make comparisons as to their usefulness, practicality, adaptability, applicabi lity, and efficiency.
Methodologies will be subdivided into three levels
of analysis and examples of each presented.

In ad-

dition, an example of the application of cost effe ctiveness analysis will be demonstrated.
Each of the three levels of analysis, 1) overall
defens e goals, 2) system competition, and J) component
selection, will be discussed and several models of
cost effectiveness evaluation will be presented with
emphasis on their advantages and disadvantages .

Using

the problem of the procurement of a nulitary helicopter
trainine s ystem, an application of the methodologies
will t hen be developed.

3
The breakdown of the levels of analysis was
accomplished by following the example of the Weapon
System Effectiveness Industry Advisory Committee (1965).
Using this approach eost effectiveness methodologies
ean be grouped by their partieular applieation.

To

demonstrate this, several examples of cost effeetiveness
analysis were chosen, without regard to their merits
or disadvantages, and plaeed in their respeetive analysis
level.

After a brief examination of eaeh model and

the methodologies that were presented, a problem ft'om
the literature was ehosen and an application of the
methodologies was made.

It was found that the problem

required a seeond 19vel analysis with the objective
to minimize the eost at a fixed level of

effeetiven~ss.

It was neces s ary to make several assumptions, because
of lack of data, to

simpli~$

the mOdel, and it is

reeognized that with more speeifie data a more complex
and more accurate model could be de veloped.

•

II. Comparison of Methodo logies
Decisionmaking Levels
As in all forms of analysis, one of the first
steps that must be taken is to structure the level
of effort of the decisionmaking.

In effectiveness

analysis of a military weapon system this

breakdo~~

serves to define the scope of the system in question.
Using the approach set forth by the Weapon System
Effectiveness Industry Advisory Committee (1965),
effecti veness analysis is divided into three decisionmaking levels.

The relationship of each specific

level to the others is shown in Figure 1 (VISEIAC 1965,
fig.

J). Generally, the levels to which the analysis

is structured roughly correspond to the phases during
the system development.
The first of these levels is concerned with the
overall defense goals of the nation.

It is the broadest

of all the levels and its application is usually found
in the Ddpartment of Defense, with political, economic
and technological factors considered to the extent
of making decisions on offensive and defensive allocations of missiles, naval fleets, air forces and ground
forces and thei r tarGets.

The second of these levels
~

Program Objectives,
Mission end Constraints
Cri t erie, and Resources

Input and
Relationships

•
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Figure 1. Relationship of Cost Effectiveness AnalYGis Levels
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will be re1'erred to as the "system competi tion " level
and as the name implies will be concerned with trade
off and performance studies on systems which may already
exist in a hardware prototype stage or merely on paper.
The primary responsibility of this level lies with
the military procurement agencies.

An example of this

level might be seen in the recent Air Porce fly-offs
between the A-9 and A-10 attack aircraft and also
between the F-16 and F-17 light weight fighter aircraft.

An

additional example would be the case of the

NASA space shuttle confi guration studies , where only
one confi guration will be built, but several desi gns
have been studied to determine the most economical
(Gregory 1973).

The

~hird

and last level is the

·component selection" level and is the responsibility
of the system developers.

Parameters to be investi-

gated here are for example weights, dimensions, reliabilities, and other performance variables.

The

decisions to be made involve the choice of one "01'1'the-s helf" component over another or over any newly
designed equival ent.

Also involved is the optimiza-

tion of th e levels of redun dancy in the component
selec te d, t hat is the cost model should included
loss es due to system down time as a factor influenced
by r eE abi li ty and maintainab ili ty (von Al ven 196!f).

7
First Level Models
The most notable of the effectiveness models
applicable to the first level of overall defense goals
are those considering the missile allocation problem
(IoIAP).

These are not cost effectiveness models per se,

but recEnt publications in this area hava included
costing submodels and budgeting constraints as part
of the total mvdel.

Offensive strategies are considered

in the model of Arms et al. (1975), while defensive
missile allocations are the concern of both the models
of Soland (1973) and of Brodheim et al. (1967).
Although optimal defense strategies are the primary
concern of Owen (1969), his game model considers offensive and defensive tactics.
Table 1 presents the four models mentioned s·bove
and outlines some of their highlights.

The Arms et al .

model is the most recent of these and it incorporates
several refinements over previous mcdels.

Important

to this discussion is the cost optimization model
designed to choose a strategic arsenal at minimum
cost to achieve a specific objective.

Essentially

this model sets a required system effectiveness level
and tries to maximize its cost effectiveness by minimizing the cost.

The missile allocation model of

Miercort and Soland (1971) is used as a submodel in
this model

~~d

it determines whether the arsenal

TABLE 1

FIRST LEVEL N.ODELS
Model
Arms

Name

et al.

Model Type

Algorithm

lfdn Cost at Non-linear
Fixed Effec - Programming
tiveness

Description/Advantages/Disadvantages
1)
2)

J)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)

Allocation model of Miercort and Soland
Twc-strike war assumed
Lin ear build-up and phase-out of
weapons assumed
Or~y immediate effects are considered
Cost is the sum o.r each area defended
and terminal weapon type
Opposing side is fixed
Provides inf~rmation on sensitivity of
strategic force levels to changes in
natio!1al goals
Determines minimum cost from arms
agreements

9) Obt ains best balance between offensive
and defensive allocations
10) Large computer rW1 time for large
number of variables

Soland

Min total
damage at
fixed cost

0-1 Branch
and BOWld

1) Chooses discrete ABM levels
2) Assum es opti mal attack
J) Cost function need not be continuous or
separable
4) Assumes attacker has knowledge of
defense levels
5) Defender moves first, then attacker
allocates optimum offense

<Xl

TABLE 1 - Continued

6) Maximum constrai nt on attackers number
01 missiles
7) Defenses must be exhausted before
daoage is done
8) Damage is the :lUm of the damage done
~o the individual targets
9) Provides a discrete answer
10) If ABIVJ's are bought in batteries as
opposed to individual missiles a
simpler solution resa ts
11) Computer solution is very costly ar.d
depends o~ the value of the budget

•

constraint

Brodheim
et al,

blax offen-

sive costs
at fixed
defensive
cost

Stochastic
Dynamic
Programming

1)

2)
J)

4)

5)
6)
7)
Owen

lI'J.n damage

at fixed
cost

Aircraft and missile probleoms are
considered
Kill prol:abilities are consideNd
Portrays multiple stocha~tic and
deterministic interactions betwe en
offense ~~d defense
F'lexi bili ty b. absoj.'bing a numl:er of
parameters
Computationally effi cient
Limited choice of offensive weapons
Must have a separ able objective
function for solution

Game The ory I 1) Attacker constrained by number of
missiles available
2) Considers passive defense
J) Gives continuous, simple solution

\()
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meets the required objectives, by maximizing the
difference in damage by the opposing sides,
The defensive missile allocation model of Soland
also uses as a submodel, the model of Miercort and
Soland,

The objecti ve 1n Soland's model is to max-

imize defensive effectiveness given a fixed budget,
It assumes an optimum offensive allocation (provided
by the Miercort and Soland model),

Thr. problem is

formulated as a min-max problem, designed to

minimi~e

the maximum damage done by the enemy, and then is
reduced to a 0-1 implicit enumeration problem to
which a branch and bound technique is applied.
The Brodheim model is similar to Soland's in
that costs are considered in the form of budget constaints,

It also is a defensive allocation problem

but the ob jective of its optimization is the maximization offens ive side's

COStS,

Again, the missile al-

location model is used as a submod61 to the cost
effectiveness model,

Postulating the problem in this

manner is equi val6nt t o f ormul ating t he cost effectiveness mod al as a sub-optireization problem,
Owen also limits his defender's budget in his
two-sided war game model, while he tri es to minimize
fatalities incurred,

Like in the Soland model, Owen

employs a mi n-max optimization algorithm which is reformul a t ed int o a pure mini mi zation probl em,

11

As mentioned previously, the cost effectiveness
models presented here are outgrowths of a larger class
of problems - the missile allocation problem.

These

models are too numerous to discuss in detail, however it

is fair to s ay that with the addition of costing submodels and/or budget constraints, conversion to cost
effecti veneSS models car, be accomplished.

Table 2

pres ents some of the more important missil e allocation
models and their characteristics

( ~ atlin

1970).

Second and Third Level Models
The seconrl and thj rd lEvels 0;: analysis ar e very
similar in their approach . since the performance para-

meters of entire systems and individual components
nre very much alike.

The basic obj ective is to meet

some previously described specifi cation at a minirr.um

expenditure of resources.

Each system or component

is evaluated on one or more parameter defined by its

mission objectives.

An optimization objective function

is :formulated, and depending upon its formulation it
is milumized or maximized, subject to a set of given

constrc:dnts.

The final report of the Weapon System Effe ctIVeness Industry Advisory Committee seems to have the most
influence on recent cost effe ctiveness models found
in the l i terature.

Both the models of Lockheed 3.."ld

ARINe (1969) use th .. WSllIAC approach, but ARINC employs

12
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TABLE 2
ALLOCATION MODELS

Name

Algorithm

Model Type

Kooharian,
Saber, and
Young

Max-min

Max total damage

Miercort and
Soland

Integer nonlinear programming / branch
and bound

Max total damage

Br acken and
McGill

Non-J inear
progL'amming

Max expected damage

Pugh

Lagrangian
Dynamic
Prog,-aJllrning

Min combat losses

Bradford

Dyna!lll.c

denBrodcr,
Ellison aIld
Emerling

Linear
Progra"",i ng

Max expected value
uf targets destroyed
.
Max expected value
of targets destroyed

Furman

J"agrange
Mul tplierG

Max expected targE't
damage

Jacobson and
Crabtree

Dynamic
Progra;nming

~:ax

value destroyed

MacLaren and
Walkup

/.Ionte Carlo

l'!.ax

damage

Matheson

Game Theory

Max target damage,
Min target damage

lilTER

Search

Max to tal target
value destroyed

Morgan and

Linee.r
Programming

Min total number of
boosters to meet
demand

P r.051' aJ.l.:n i'(lg

Flemming

--
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a costing submodel developed by the RAND
Dynamic programming

te~hniques

Corporatio~.

are applied to several

of the models developed on this level.

Although many

techniques are desc:-ibed in the WSEIAC report, both
the Lockheed and ARINC models use a form of dynamic
programming.

Sacco and Schlegel (1965) use a dynamic

programming approach to cost effectiveness, while
Rush et al. (:967) is similar to the missile allocation
problems in the use of non-linear programming.

The

use of cost effectiveness indices, like those of WSEIAC
is used by Meissner and Biagioli (1967).
The models mentioned above are but a selected few
of quite an expansive list, and no attempt has been
made to r ank one model above another.

Table J shows

some of the highlights of these models, and the discussion that follows is an attempt to describe in more
detail some of their features.
A closer look at the WSEIAC model is appropriate,
before discussing the Lockheed and ARINC models.

WSEIAC

considers three basic models with variations on each.
1) profit, 2) cost effectiveness (level) ratio, and
J) cost effectiveness (long term) ratio.

The profit

model is simply the application of the concept of return
on investment, either absolute return or rate of return.
The ratio models compare cost and effectiveness in
natural terms with the long range model considering

TABLE 3
SECOND ru,D THIRD LEVEL

~ODELS

r'lod ~l N::u:>e

Model Type

WSElAC

1) Profit
2) Ratio level
3) Rati olong
term

(various)

1) Ratio model measures value in natural
terms
2) Long range model considers time in
effectiveness and cost models
3) Difficult to find common units for
profit model
4) Ratio models can not evaluate "no
system" candidate because value becomes
meaningless

Max effec tiveness at
fixed cost

Dynamic
Programming

1) ~linimum operation time constraint
2) Neglects small cost terms
3) Uses marginal costing
4) USeS effectiveness model of WSEIAC
5) Uses costing model of the RAND Corp.
6) Reduces n-dimensional problem to one
dimension
7) I.lust have separable objective function

Max effec tiveness at
fixed cost

1) Enumeration
2) Dynami c
Programriling

1) fliodels are broken down for different

ARINe

Lockheed

Algorithm

I

De3cription/Advantages/Disadvantages

missions
2) Reduces n-dimensional problem to one
dimension
J) Must have separable objective function

....

~

TABLE 3 - Continued
Sacco and
SchleGel

performance at
fixed cost
h~ax

Meissner and I Max ratio
Biagioli

Rush Elt al.

Dynamic
Progra!n!!rl.ng

Enumeration i l) Constraints represent "state of the
art" limitations
2) Includes trend analysis for future
cos t ing
3) Use of learning curve in cost analysis
4) Examines marginal costs
5) AlloYis bending of mission to fit design
6) Us e of trend analysis introduces more
uncertainty in cost model

total
Non-linear
Program:ning
cost at
fixed effec- (5Ul.\T )
tiveness

~~n

1) 1:aximum cost oonstraint
2) Reducea n-dimensional problem to one
di mension
3) r.:ust have separable objective function

1) Constraints are physical interrelations, and desired aohievements
2) Variables are airframe weight , total in
inert weight, mass fraction, thrust,
propellant weight, length, etc.
3) Large cost savings over previous use of
no optimization
4) Provides sensitivity information
5) Basic assumptions must be made. number
of stages, number of engines per stage,
type of propellant, total number to be
built
6) Must use several starting values to
assure finding gl obal minimum

...

V\
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effectiveness over a finite period of time.

WSEIAC

suggests employing a Lagrangian multiplier technique.
Such a problem might be stated as.
Maxi mi ze Effectiveness
subject to.
cost constraints
ti me constraints

other constraints
or as.

Minimize Cost
subject to.
effectiveness constraints
time constraints
oth er constraints
The ARINC model uses the effectiveness model of
VlSEIAC as a submodel.
RJ~D

It adds a cost submodel by the

Corporation in computing its cost effectiveness
which are then used in intra-system trade offs

cl~ves.

to 0l.timize the system with resp ect to performance,
cost, schedule and manoower.
of its

cffectiven~ss

and dependability .

The three ",ajor components

model arc availabili ty , capability,
These components are defined as

follows .
Availability is a measure of the system condition
at the start of the mission . It is a function
of the relationships among hardware, personn~l
and procedures .

1'7
Dependability is a measure of the system condition
at one or more poi~t~ during the mission, given
the system condition at the start of the mission.
Capability is a measure of the system's ability
to achieve the mi ssion objectives, given the syetem
condition during the mis sion. Capability specifi cally accounts for the performance spectrum of
the system (ARINC 1969, pp. 2.21- 2) .
The model considers the availability and capability of
a system in a number of different states and the probabilities of transition from one state to another.
The effectiveness is then the product of an availability
vector, a dependability matrix, and a capability vector.
The elements of system effectiveness discussed by AHINC
are outlined in Figure 2 (1969, fig. 2-6A).
The Lockheed model uses an identical app,oach to
the effectiveness evaluation, considering the three
main parameters to be availability. dependability . and
capability.

Figure) (Lockheed 1970, fig. )-7) shows a

graphic representation of the system transition from
state to state during the time periods of a mission for
a simplified two-state analysis.

Effectiveness is

defined differently for each type of mission being
analyzed.

Simple and complex missions of both discrete

and continuous natures are considered and summarized
in Table 4 (Lockheed 1970, table )-6).

Table 5 presents

examples of cost effectiveness models listed in the
Lockheed report (1970, table )-7).

One of the op-

timiz ation techniques sugge sted in this report is that

18
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EFFECTIVENESS

I

I

I

r-

AVAILABILITY

- DEPENDABILITY

r

Schedul ed
Maintenance

- Reliabili ty

rRange

r- Checkout

i- Operational
Environment

r-Circular Error
Probability (CEP)

r-Trouble
Shoot

i-Failure
Rate

I-Hours of
Operation

-

r- Degrade

r

Repair Time

fliodes
r- Spares Doctrine

~

r "Manpower
L-

Back-up
Modes

r

CAPABILITY

Channel of
InforlT.ation

I- Power Output
"-Single Shot Kill
Probability

Mean Time Between
)laintenance

Actions

Figure 2. Elements of Effectiveness
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ru 1
Performance
States
Parameter
Availability
Effectiveness
Vector
Evaluation
Dependability
Figure
Matrix
of
Dependability
Merit
States
Capabili ty
Vector

I

\

Parameter -- X. Y

X--'---l--~--'-----~~II~--'-~---'~-~

a2

abort

-y."

~a·d·
1 1J·c·1
_-I--

C

E
1

2

al-

a2-

State 1 =
Fully operable
State 2 =
Inoj?erable

t

<ill
dl ?

~aidijci

bort

~

System
condition
at end of
mission

./
Evaluated by
summation of
all paths

Figure ). System effectiveness t wo -state flow graph

TABLE 4
EXAlilPLES CII SYSTE1.1 EHECTIVENESS MODELS
Simple Discrete and Continuous
Type l,:ission

•

l~issions

Characteristic

Model

Non-recurring

Mission is short in duration, and system expended
af~er one mission as~ign
ment

ADC+ product or average or
minimum capability

Re curring

System is reusa ble and is
operationally employed on
many assi enments to accomnlisn the same cct of
mission objectives

Aver.age or minimum
capability

System is operationally
employed over ~n extended
peri od of time

Integral over time of ADC
pr oduct, with D and C
potenti ally changing with
time , or a value of the
"DC product

.. Discrete (with
resnect to mission
timEd

.. Continuous (with
respect to mission
time)

+ A-Availability

D-DependabUity

C-Capability

'"o

TABLE 4 - Continued
Complex Discrete and Continuous Mi ssions
Type

*

Characteristic

r~jissi on

Model

System is operationally
employed in the face of
all threat levels

I,Jost probable effect! veness
for eaoh threat level

" Multiple missions for
discrete and cvntin~ous
missions

System is operationally
employed for a variety

Most probable effeotiveness
for each set of mission
objectives

" Mul tiole missions
and. threats

System is operationally
employ~d in the face of
all threat levels and
for a variety of missions

~uitiple

threats

levels of

of

mi~sion3

/.lost probsble effectiveness
for each set of mission
objectives and threat
levels

...'"
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TABLE 5
EXAMPLES OF COST

EFFECTIV~~ESS

MODELS

* Maximum system effectiveness for a fixed cost
* Y~nimum cost for a fixed level of system effective
ness

* Maximum system effectiveness per cost, or

minim~~

cost per system effectiveness (Ratio model)

* Net value received for cost expended - (Net Value
Received Model).

Can be expressed as.

Net Value Received = VE - C
=

gross value received minus
cost

- value per increment of
effectiveness time s planned
level of effectiveness
minus cost

* Net rate of return per unit cost - (Rate of Return
),Jodel).

Can be expressed as.

Net Rate of Return = VE - C
C

- Net value received per cost

*

Gross value rec eived, averaged over entire life of
system, per cost - (Long Term Il.od al). Can be expressed
as.
V(t)-E(t) dt

where (to-t d ) is
life

remaining useful

23
of total enumeration, however it can easily be seen that
a dynamic programming approach to this model and to that

of ARINC would be applicable in these state variable
problems.
The cost effectiveness model of Sacco and Schlegel
also employs a dynamic programming approach.

The ob-

jective in this mOdel is to maximize the effectiveness
of a system of components subject to a cost constraint.
This method is geared toward a third level analysis
as for each component their exists several alternative
choices , eaC'h with an associated cos t.

Under this

formulation the objective fWlction is a separable function
and is equal to thtl product of the effectiveness of
each component.
The model developed by Rush, Brack en , and

McCor~.ck

was done fol:' the specific applicati on of minimizing
the cost of launch vehicles, using a non-linear programming technique.

This problem is solved using the

sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT )
also employed in the allocati on model of Miercort and
Soland discussed earlier.
model was to

USE':

The motivation for this

cost estimating relationships to in-

fluence the design.

Again, this model is geared toward

c omponent sel ection or design. on the third analysis
l.evel.

'l'he major problem with this model is uncertainty

in the results due to the non-linear nature of the

24

problem and the fact that it does not assure convergence
on a global minimum.
Methodology outlined by Meissner and Biagioli
can be applied to both level t"NO and level three analysis.
Analysis is performed on both complete competing systems
and on competing components.

A cost

eff~ctiveness

index for the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft
System (UTTAS) is presented by a Boeing- Vertol assesment
and is defined as a function of a work ratio, time . ratio
and a cost ratio as follows I

where W.R.; Work Rati o = number of aircraft #1 reguired
number of aircraft ff2 required
for a specific mission at Bome
set of standard conditions
and

T.R.= Time Ratio = (time for standard distance +
down time) for aircraft #1
(time for standard dist~~ce +
down time) for aircraft #2

and finally I
C.R.= cost Ratio = cost of aircraft #1
cost of aircraft ff2
The final measure of cost effectiveness used in the
UTTAS presentation iSI
Cost/Man Delivered = Cost/Sortie
Number of Men/Sortie
The proposed system is then arrayed against the system
currently in use or against the current favored proposal.

•

III. Application of Cost Effectiveness Methodology

Reynolds, Wirth, and Ir.athews (1975) have discussed
the cost effective use of flight simulation without
directly assigning an index of cost effectiveness.
This section will discuss one approach which may be
taken in the procurement of a military flight training
system.

The system in question is a flight simulator

for the United States Coast Guard HH-52A helicopter.
Planning for this particular problem involves the
choice of simulator type and "the time in each simulator based on producing the desired data or level of
training with the needed degree of reliability for
minimum cost" (Reynolds et al. 1975. p. 1).

Cost and

effectiveness data from the Reynolds paper will be
used whenever possible, howeVer several assumptions
will be made to facilitate the solution.
First, it should be recognized that the application
would be categorized as a second level analysis.

At

this level six basic methodologies have been discussed
in the previous section.

Those are.

* Maximize effectiveness at a fixed cost

*

Minimize cost at a fixed effectiveness
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• Cost effectiveness ratios
• Net value (profit)
• Rate of return
• Gross value
Reynolds et al. states that "the best combinations
of simulators for training are the ones producing the
most trans fer of training for the lowest overall cost"
(1975. p. 2).

~ ere

the measure of effectiveness is in

transfer of training or translated to physical terms.
the number of training hours required in the aircraft.
The objective then is choose the simulator system
which reduces the

nl~ber

of aircraft training hours

and therefore reduc es the total cost of training.
Stated another way. we want to minimize the cost of
the training system while maintaining a fixed level

ot effectiveness.

Mathematically this is.

min Cj. where j = 1.2 •... t n. is an index
j
for each alternative
system.
The cost. Cj. can be broken into the cost coefficients
for both the aircraft and the simulator. and the actual
costs will be defined as the product of these coefficiem;s and the time spent in the aircraft or simulator.
That is.
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where Clj and C2j are the cost coefficients for the
aircraft and the simulator, respectively, and t 1j and
tZj are the times required for the aircraft and the
simulator, respectively.

Complete costing data is

not available and therefore for the sake of simplicity
all costs will be assumed to be based upon a unit
time spent in the aircraft of simulator.

All operating

and maintenance costs will be considered in the cost
coefficients and will not be broken out separatelY,
Given this, the coefficients can be defined as the
slopes of the curves in Figures 4 and 5.

In general

it can be assumed that these curves are approximately
linear.

At this point it should be recognized that

a Life Cycle Cost model would be the most accurate
way to represent the costs of the system.
Effectiveness required will be defined in terms
of time required for qualification in the aircraft,
From available data it can be shown that time spent
in an actual aircraft can be reduced by prior training
in a ViDUal simulator.

For example, in a United

States Army Rotary Wing Instrument Training Study
instrument training concluded in 6.5 flight hours
after utilizing subsystem Device ZBz4 of the Army's
Synthetic Flight Training System (SFTS), as opposed
to 60 fli ght hours for students in the existing
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Cost of
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program (Reynolds et al. 1975. p. 6).

In addition.

U.S. Air Force utilization of a single TV-camera.
rigid model visual system. has reduced required
air plane hours for training by 4.6 hours in the
C-5 program and 2.0 hours in the C-141 program (Reynolds
et al. 1975. p. 8) . Similar z'esul ts have been noted
in the commercial field.

Federal Air Regulations were

amended to allow recurrent training tv be conducted in
approved visual simulators resulting in the data
gathered by American Airlines and presented in Table 6
(Reynolds et al. 1975. p. 5).
The level of effectiveness required will then define
a third relationship, that of average aircraft time required, as a function of the amount of time spent
in the simulator (Figure 6).

This function can be

determined by knowledge of historical data on the
particular system in question or knowledge of results
of other similar eystems already in operation.

At

worst it can be assumed that there is a one-to one
correspondence between the time spent in a simulator
and the time required to be spent in the aircraft.
This function will generally vary from one simulator to
another.

Constraints for this problem would possibly

include a minimum time for both the aircraft and the
simula tor.
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TABLE 6
TOTAL ACTUAL AIRPLANE TIME FOR TYFE RATING
AT AMERICAN AIRLINES
AIRCRAFT

AVERAGE AIRCRAFT TIME (HRS)
1971

AFTER REli. AMElIO •

747

5·3

1.9

DC-10

2.1

1.7

707

3.1

1·3

727

3.5

1·3

In the problem of Reynolds et al., two Simple
alternatives are proposed, the first being no simulator
and the second with a simulator system.

Training hours

and cost data for the three courses (proficiency, transition, and qualification) are summarized in Tables 7 and 8.
These courses represent different levels of training in
the Coast Guard program.

For example, the transition

course is provided for those with previous pilot experience in other types of aircraft. It can be seen that it is
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cost effective to usc the simulation based system,

however f or illustrative purposes we shall pursue this
further.
Again, because of lack of' available data, the
aircraft time required function will be assumed to be
linear as shown for each of the t hree courses In
Figure 7.

Aircraft cost data provided is converted into

cost per student trained for compatibility and is pr e sented in Tabl e 9 and Figure 8 .

Also shown here are

the cost coefficients computed using the aircraft hours.
Silularl y, the simulator cost coefficients a re found
using the 1974 cost data less the aircraft costs, which
are based on the rel ationships defined in Figure 8 .
Simulator costs are summarized in Table 10 .

Now,

applying the coeff icients to the cos t equation derived
earlier r esults in the cost figures shown in 'I'able 11
for each of the candidate systems.

Again it is readily

seen that the simulator system is the more cost effective
choice.
At this point other alternative simulator candi da te"
should be evaluated using this same methodology .

With

very little trouble this model could be made more complex
if more detailed data were available.

Also with other

simulator candidates available for analysis a cost
effectiveness index methodology (ratio model) could be
employed, such as.
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TAbLE 7
OF U. S . COAST GUARD HH - 52A
TRAINING PROGRAlIlt 1974

SU~~UffiY

Course Title

Annual
Ave. Training Hours
No . of - Students Simulator Aircraft
6

0

Proficiency

)00

Transition

30

8·5

26

Qualification

18

11 · 5
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TJJ:lLE 8
OF' COSTS OF HH-52A ~RANSITION AND
QUALIFICATION PROGRM;lS BEFORE (1 969 ) AND
AFTER (1974) INTRODUCTION OF Sn;ULATION
(BASED UPON 1974 COST DATA)

CO~:PARISON

Course Title
Proficiency
Transition
Qualification

1969

-

Costs
1974

-

Benill.t
$400K

$469K

$408K

61K

708K

366K

342K
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TABI,E 9
AIRCRAFT COSTS, 1969
Course Title

Time

Cost

Cost/Hour

Proficiency

6

-

-

Transition

34·5

$16K

$453

Qualification

50·5

39K

778

I

TABLE 10
AIRCRAFT AND SHiULATOR COSTS, 1974
Course
Title

jAircraft
Time

Aircraft
Cost

Ai rcraft
Cost/Hour

Simulator
Cost/Hour

-

-

Proficiency

0

0

Transition

26

$ 14K
Ca im,8.5

-

$453

$215

Qualification

39

20K Csi m' 11.5

778

990

•
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TABLE 11
COST EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS

Course Title
.

Transition
Qualification

Cost
No Simulation

With Simulation

$14K

$16K

39K

.

20K
-

r'otaJ.
,

55K

34K

J?
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C.E.I. '" T.R •
C.R.

where T.R. '" Time Ratio: Training time of candidate #1
Training time of candidate * 2
and

C.R. '" Cost Ratio = Cost of candidate # 1
Cost of candidate #2

This approach would be impractical where one candidate
was no simulation, since the index would be meaningless
where the time required for simulator training is zero.
An additional approach that may be considered

is that of the classical cost benefit analysis using
incremental costs of the different simulator candidates.
Here effectiveness would have to be measured in
terms of benefit dollars gained by use of the particular
simulator candidates.
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IV . Covel usions
The models that have been discussed in the previous
sections are just a few of the many cost effectiveness
methodologies uscd in recent years .

The main problem

with cost effectiveness modeling as with any type of
modeling, is the degree of
model must be built.

co~plexity

to which the

The problem becomes a trade off

between simplicity, which requires a minimum of input
and "hose solutions are easily obtained at the pri ce of
les~

acc~~acy

and more uncertainty, and

co mp ley~ty,

which generally produces results with a higher accuracy
and lower uncertainty at the expense of a more costly
solution and lenghty solution time, requiring more
specific data input .

However the benefits of cost

effectiveness analysis

fal"

outweigh the disadvantages.

One of the ma jor benefits of an a nlys is is that it can
generate neVi alternatives
binations or
analysis

ruodification~

progres~,,~.

,;ome of whi Gh may be ccmof

ey~c ting

ones -- as the

"When properly employed, effec-

tiveness analysis can be used to provide the optimum
test pJ.an for syotero veri f ica tion which will reduce
testing casto and minilJ'ize schedule impacts" (Pringl e
)8
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and Roever 1975, p. 1).
The cost effectiveness model developed for this
paper was very simple in nature, mainly due to the lack
of available data on the particular problem.

In most

of the models discussed, the analysis was broken down
into modeling the cost and effectiveness separately.
Here the cost had already been determined, since the
system was already in use.

Since techr·iques in cost

estimating were not included in the scope of this paper,
no specific costing model was found necessary other than
the the breakdown of the costs into coefficient form.
The problem then became the modeling of system effectivenass in some physical form.

This was done by re-

lating simulator time to required aircraft time to
achieve a set level of effectivenp.Bs.

The choice of

the cost effecti ver.ess model followed from this -to minimize the cost at a given level of effectiveness.
The need for more specific data on costing and effectiveness is evident.

Application of a Life Cycle Cost

model would s erve to identify and utilize cost estimates
for each phas e of the system's life which must be considered.

In the simple case of evaluating one simulator

the values produced by the model are r el a tive but not
absolute.

The assumption of linear data, that was

necessary. leads to more uncertainty in the results.
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The results of the model developed shows a savings
per student of $2000 in the transition course and $19,000
in the qualification course.

This compares with the

data given by Reynolds et al. of $20)) and $19,000 per
student for the transition and qualification courses.
respectively.

Overall a more complex model with more

specific data would be needed if more than one simulator
candidate

wer~

available.

Given enough data to build a more complex model,
it would be recommended that the approach of minimizing
the cost at a fixed level of effectiveness be taken.
The ratio model is not recommended because it tends
to break down under certain conditions described
earlier.

The cost benefit apprcach has problems in

the modeling of effectiveness in natural terms, and
it therefore is not recommended.
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